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Abstract

In the field of 3D object detection for autonomous driving, the sensor portfolio including multi-modality and single-modality is diverse and complex. Since the multi-modal methods have system complexity while the accuracy of single-modal ones is relatively low, how to make a trade-off between them is difficult. In this work, we propose a universal cross-modality knowledge distillation framework (UniDistill) to improve the performance of single-modality detectors. Specifically, during training, UniDistill projects the features of both the teacher and the student detector into Bird’s-Eye-View (BEV), which is a friendly representation for different modalities. Then, three distillation losses are calculated to sparsely align the foreground features, helping the student learn from the teacher without introducing additional cost during inference. Taking advantage of the similar detection paradigm of different detectors in BEV, UniDistill easily supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths. Furthermore, the three distillation losses can filter the effect of misaligned background information and balance between objects of different sizes, improving the distillation effectiveness. Extensive experiments on nuScenes demonstrate that UniDistill effectively improves the mAP and NDS of student detectors by 2.0%~3.2%.

1. Introduction

3D object detection plays a critical role in autonomous driving and robotic navigation. Generally, the popular 3D detectors can be categorized into (1) single-modality detectors that are based on LiDAR [18, 33, 34, 42, 43] or camera [1, 13, 20, 24] and (2) multi-modality detectors [22, 30, 36, 37] that are based on both modalities. By fusing the complementary knowledge of two modalities, multi-modality detectors outperform their single-modality counterparts. Nevertheless, simultaneously processing the data of two modalities unavoidably introduces extra network designs and computational overhead. Worse still, the breakdown of any modality directly fails the detection, hindering the application of these detectors.

As a solution, some recent works introduced knowledge distillation to transfer complementary knowledge of other modalities to a single-modality detector. In [6, 15, 46], as illustrated in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), for a single-modality student detector, the authors first performed data transformation of different modalities to train a structurally identical
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Figure 1. Illustration of our proposed UniDistill. The characters in green and blue represent the data process of camera and LiDAR respectively. (a) and (b) show the procedure of two previous knowledge distillation methods, where the modalities of the teacher and the student are restricted. By contrast, our proposed UniDistill in (c) supports four distillation paths.
teacher. The teacher was then leveraged to transfer knowledge by instructing the student to produce similar features and prediction results. In this way, the single-modality student obtains multi-modality knowledge and improves performance, without additional cost during inference.

Despite their effectiveness to transfer cross-modality knowledge, the application of existing methods is limited since the modalities of both the teacher and the student are restricted. In [6], the modalities of the teacher and student are fixed to be LiDAR and camera while in [15, 46], they are determined to be LiDAR-camera and LiDAR. However, the sensor portfolio in the field of 3D object detection results in a diverse and complex application of different detectors. With restricted modalities of both the teacher and student, these methods are difficult to be applied in more situations, e.g., the method in [6] is not suitable to transfer knowledge from a camera based teacher to a LiDAR based student.

To solve the above problems, we propose a universal cross-modality knowledge distillation framework (UniDistill) that helps single-modality detectors improve performance. Our motivation is based on the observation that the detectors of different modalities adopt a similar detection paradigm in bird’s-eye view (BEV), where after transforming the low-level features to BEV, a BEV encoder follows to further encode high-level features and a detection head produces response features to perform final prediction.

UniDistill takes advantage of the similarity to construct the universal knowledge distillation framework. As in Figure 1(c), during training, UniDistill projects the features of both the teacher and the student detector into the unified BEV domain. Then for each ground truth bounding box, three distillation losses are calculated to transfer knowledge: (1) A feature distillation loss that transfers the semantic knowledge by aligning the low-level features of 9 crucial points. (2) A relation distillation loss that transfers the structural knowledge by aligning the relationship between the high-level features of 9 crucial points. (3) A response distillation loss that closes the prediction gap by aligning the response features in a Gaussian-like mask. Since the aligned features are commonly produced by different detectors, UniDistill easily supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths. Furthermore, the three losses sparsely align the foreground features to filter the effect of misaligned background information and balance between objects of different scales, improving the distillation effectiveness.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold:

- We propose a universal cross-modality knowledge distillation framework (UniDistill) in the friendly BEV domain for single-modality 3D object detectors. With the transferred knowledge of different modalities, the performance of single-modality detectors is improved without additional cost during inference.

- Benefiting from the similar detection paradigm in BEV, UniDistill supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths. Moreover, three distillation losses are designed to sparsely align foreground features, filtering the effect of background information misalignment and balance between objects of different sizes.

- Extensive experiments on nuScenes demonstrate that UniDistill can effectively improve the mAP and NDS of student detectors by 2.0%~3.2%.

2. Related Work

2.1. 3D Object Detection

Recent mainstream 3D object detectors can be generally divided into two categories: (1) Single-modality detectors based on LiDAR [23, 25, 27, 32, 43] or camera [13, 20, 28, 38–40] (2) Multi-modality detectors [14, 22, 30, 44] with both types of data as input. One category of LiDAR based detectors are grid-based [17, 26, 41, 43, 47], where the unstructured LiDAR points are first distributed to regular grids. As the seminal work, VoxelNet [47] voxelizes the point clouds, performs 3D convolution, reshapes the features into BEV features and then proposes bounding boxes. PointPillars [17] substitutes the voxels with pillars to encode point clouds, avoiding time-consuming 3D convolution operations. CenterPoint [43] proposes an anchor-free detection head and obtains better performance.

Most camera based detectors perform detection in perspective view like 2D detection. In [38], the authors proposed FCOS3D, which is an extension of FCOS [35] to the field of 3D object detection. Similarly in [40], following DETR [2], the authors proposed DETR3D to perform detection in an attention pattern. Recently, some works [13, 20] are proposed to detect objects in BEV by applying Lift-Splat-Shoot [29] to transform image features from perspective view to BEV and achieve satisfactory improvement.

LiDAR-camera based detectors outperform the above single-modality counterparts by fusing the complementary knowledge of LiDAR points and images. With 2D detection results, F-PointNet [30] obtains candidate object areas, gathers the points inside and then performs LiDAR based detection. AVOD [16] and MV3D [5] perform modality fusion with object proposals via ROI pooling. UVTR [19] unifies multi-modality representations in the voxel space for transformer-based 3D object detection. A recent state-of-the-art detector BEVFusion [22] proposes to transform both the image and the LiDAR features to BEV for modality fusion and result prediction.

Our work is inspired by that the recent detectors adopt a similar detection paradigm in BEV. After transforming the features to BEV, a similar procedure follows, where a BEV
Figure 2. The overview of our proposed UniDistill. The branches on the top and bottom are the teacher detector and student detector respectively. For a teacher and a student, three distillation losses to align specific foreground features are calculated after extracting the low-level features and transforming them to BEV, which are feature distillation, relation distillation and response distillation.

encoder further encodes high-level features and a detection head produces prediction results. The similarity of the detection paradigm makes cross-modality knowledge distillation in a universal framework possible.

2.2. Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation is initially proposed in [10] for model compression and the main idea is transferring the learned knowledge from a teacher network to a student. Different works have different interpretations of the knowledge, which include the soft targets of the output layer [10] and the intermediate feature map [31]. Because of the effectiveness of knowledge distillation, it has been widely investigated in a variety of computer vision tasks, such as 2D object detection [7, 9, 45] and semantic segmentation [11, 21].

Recently, it is introduced into 3D object detection for knowledge transfer to single-modality detectors. In [6], the authors proposed to transfer the depth knowledge of LiDAR points to a camera based student detector by training another camera based teacher with LiDAR projected to perspective view. In [15, 46], a PointPainting [36] teacher is leveraged to instruct a CenterPoint student to produce similar features and responses.

Although these methods are effective for knowledge transfer, the modalities of the teacher and the student are restricted. However, the diverse and complex application of different detectors will restrict their application. Instead, our proposed UniDistill projects the features of detectors to BEV and supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths.

We note that a recent work BEVDistill also performs cross-modality distillation in BEV. However, it also imposes restrictions on the modalities of the teacher and the student, resulting in a limited application. Moreover, their main distillation losses are designed for transformer based detectors. Differently, our UniDistill aims to improve the performance of CNN based detectors.

3. Methodology

In this section, we describe our proposed UniDistill in detail. In Section 3.1, we briefly introduce the similar detection paradigm of different detectors in BEV, where some low-level BEV features are obtained via view-transform and further encoded to be high-level features and response features. In Section 3.2, we depict the proposed UniDistill framework for cross-modality knowledge distillation. For a teacher and a student detector, after obtaining their features in BEV, three distillation losses aligning foreground features are calculated to perform knowledge transfer.

3.1. Preliminary

The recent detectors adopt a similar detection paradigm in BEV, where the major difference is the approach to get the low-level BEV features. For the camera based detectors proposed in [13, 20], after pixel-wise depth estimation, the image features are projected from the perspective view into
BEV via the view-transform operation proposed in [29] to form low-level BEV features $F_{\text{low}}^\text{ldr}$.

With respect to LiDAR based detectors presented in [17, 43, 47], the unstructured point clouds are first distributed to regular voxels or pillars. The features of voxels or pillars are then extracted and reshaped into low-level BEV features $F_{\text{low}}^\text{ldr}$ by concatenating the voxel features in the same column.

In [22], the authors proposed a method to construct a LiDAR-camera based detector simply by fusing the low-level features $F_{\text{low}}^\text{ldr}$ and $F_{\text{low}}^\text{cam}$ of a LiDAR and camera based detector. It first concatenates $F_{\text{low}}^\text{ldr}$ and $F_{\text{low}}^\text{cam}$ and then processes the result with a fully convolutional network to produce the fused features $F_{\text{fuse}}^\text{low}$.

The following steps are the same for different detectors. For a detector of any modality, a BEV encoder (BEVEnc) first takes its low-level BEV features $F_{\text{low}}^\text{mod}$ as input to further encode the high-level features $F_{\text{high}}^\text{mod}$. $F_{\text{high}}^\text{mod} = \text{BEVEnc}(F_{\text{low}}^\text{mod})$, \hspace{1cm} (1)

where mod is the detector modality and is in $\{\text{ldr, cam, fuse}\}$. Then a detection head (DetHead) produces the classification and regression heatmaps $F_{\text{cls}}^\text{mod}$ and $F_{\text{reg}}^\text{mod}$, based on which the final predictions are generated:

$$F_{\text{cls}}^\text{mod}, F_{\text{reg}}^\text{mod} = \text{DetHead}(F_{\text{high}}^\text{mod}).$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Therefore, regardless of the modality, these detectors will consistently produce $F_{\text{low}}^\text{mod}$, $F_{\text{high}}^\text{mod}$, $F_{\text{cls}}^\text{mod}$ and $F_{\text{reg}}^\text{mod}$ during the procedure of detection.

### 3.2. UniDistill

Taking advantage of the above similar detection paradigm in BEV, we propose a universal cross-modality knowledge distillation framework (UniDistill), which easily supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths. The overview of UniDistill is illustrated in Figure 2. During training, after transforming the low-level features of the teacher and the student of different modalities to BEV, three distillation losses are then calculated. The losses are finally combined with the original detection loss to train the student. In this way, the student can mimic the teacher to learn cross-modal knowledge and thus gain better detection results, without introducing additional cost during inference.

Denoting the modalities of the teacher and the student as MT and MS respectively, the three distillation losses can be interpreted as follows: (1) The first loss “feature distillation” transfers the semantic knowledge in the low-level BEV features $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}$ to $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ by point-wisely aligning the features of 9 crucial points of each ground truth bounding box. (2) The second loss “relation distillation” transfers the structural knowledge in the high-level BEV features $F_{\text{high}}^\text{MT}$ to $F_{\text{high}}^\text{MS}$ by group-wisely aligning the relationship between 9 crucial points of each ground truth bounding box. (3) The third loss “response distillation” closes the prediction gap by aligning the heatmaps $(F_{\text{cls}}^\text{MS}, F_{\text{reg}}^\text{MS})$ with $(F_{\text{cls}}^\text{MT}, F_{\text{reg}}^\text{MT})$ in a Gaussian-like mask for each ground truth bounding box.

#### 3.2.1 Feature Distillation

Since the low-level BEV features provide semantic knowledge for further process, we propose feature distillation to align $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ with $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}$. One intuitive method is completely aligning $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ with $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}$, however, the background information misalignment between different modalities will decrease the effectiveness. Worse still, because different objects occupy areas of different sizes, it will focus more on aligning the features of large objects than small objects.

To mitigate the above effects, in feature distillation, we only align the features of foreground objects and equally select 9 crucial points for each of them for alignment. Specifically, in BEV, the bounding box of one foreground object can be regarded as a 2D rotated box and described by the coordinates of its corners $\{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^{4}$. Based on the four corners, the coordinates of midpoints of 4 edges and the center of the box can be calculated. We collect these 9 points together as $\{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^{9}$ and regard them as crucial points for the bounding box. For each point $p = (x_i, y_i)$, we calculate the difference between its features on $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}$ and $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ to form the feature distillation loss $L_{\text{Fea}}$:

$$L_{\text{Fea}} = \frac{1}{9} \sum_{i=1}^{9} |F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}(x_i, y_i) - F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}(x_i, y_i)|.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

In addition, we note that when the performance of the teacher detector is worse than the student, e.g., the modalities of the teacher and the student are camera and LiDAR, using the vanilla feature distillation can even degrade the final performance. Inspired by the feature adaptation operation in [3, 31], in this situation, we also introduce an adaptive layer $\text{Adapt}_1$, which is a one-layer convolutional network, after $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ to produce new features $\hat{F}_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ and calculate feature distillation instead with $\hat{F}_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ and $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MT}$. During inference, the adaptive layer is removed and the original low-level feature $F_{\text{low}}^\text{MS}$ is further processed to generate predictions. Therefore, there is no modification to the structure of the student detector.

#### 3.2.2 Relation Distillation

The high-level features can provide knowledge about the structure of the scene, which is important for the final prediction. To transfer the structural knowledge from the teacher to the student, we propose relation distillation to align the relationship between the different parts of an object in $F_{\text{high}}^\text{MS}$ and $F_{\text{high}}^\text{MT}$. Specifically, for one ground
truth bounding box, we also consider its 9 crucial points \( \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^9 \) the same as those in feature distillation. We first gather their features on \( F_{\text{high}}^{\text{MS}} \) and calculate the relationship between them to form a relation matrix \( \text{RelMat}^\text{MS} \) with the size of \( 9 \times 9 \):

\[
\text{RelMat}_{ij}^{\text{MS}} = \Phi(F_{\text{high}}^{\text{MS}}(x_i, y_i), F_{\text{high}}^{\text{MS}}(x_j, y_j)), \tag{4}
\]

where \( 1 \leq i, j \leq 9 \) and \( \Phi \) represents the cosine similarity function. With the same operation, another relation matrix \( \text{RelMat}^\text{MT} \) can be calculated based on \( F_{\text{high}}^{\text{MT}} \) and then the relation distillation loss \( L_{\text{Rel}} \) is calculated to completely align \( \text{RelMat}^\text{MS} \) with \( \text{RelMat}^\text{MT} \):

\[
L_{\text{Rel}} = \frac{\sum_{1 \leq i, j \leq 9} |\text{RelMat}_{ij}^{\text{MT}} - \text{RelMat}_{ij}^{\text{MS}}|}{81}. \tag{5}
\]

Furthermore, the same as that in feature distillation, when the teacher performs worse than the student, we introduce another one-layer convolutional network as an adaptive layer Adapt_T after \( F_{\text{high}}^{\text{MS}} \) to produce new features \( \hat{F}^{\text{high}}_{\text{MS}} \) and calculate relation distillation with \( \text{RelMat}^\text{MS} \) and \( \hat{F}^{\text{high}}_{\text{MT}} \).

### 3.2.3 Response Distillation

To make the final prediction of the student similar to the teacher, we further propose response distillation. Based on the high-level BEV features, the detection head will produce a classification heatmap \( F_{\text{cls}}^{\text{high}} \in H \times W \times C \) and a regression heatmap \( F_{\text{reg}}^{\text{high}} \in H \times W \times T \), where \( H \) and \( W \) are the height and width of the heatmap, \( C \) is the number of classes to be predicted and \( T \) is the number of regression targets. We further gather the max value of each position in \( F_{\text{cls}} \) to form a new heatmap \( F_{\text{max}}^{\text{cls}} \):

\[
F_{\text{max}}^{\text{cls}}(i, j) = \max_{1 \leq k \leq C} F_{\text{cls}}(i, j, k), \tag{6}
\]

where \( 1 \leq i \leq H \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq W \). Then \( F_{\text{max}}^{\text{cls}} \) is concatenated with \( F_{\text{reg}} \) to be the response features \( F_{\text{resp}} \). In this way, we obtain the response features of the teacher and the student, which are \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MT}} \) and \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MS}} \) respectively, and calculate response distillation loss to align \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MS}} \) with \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MT}} \). To mitigate the effect of background information misalignment, we only align the part of response features near the foreground objects. Instead of selecting 9 crucial points, we find that the quality of the response values in \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MS}} \) near the center of a ground truth bounding box is good enough to guide \( F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MS}} \). Therefore, for one ground truth bounding box, we generate a Gaussian-like mask with the same method as in [6], gather the response values inside the mask and calculate response distillation loss \( L_{\text{Resp}} \) to align them:

\[
L_{\text{Resp}} = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq H, 1 \leq j \leq W} |F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MT}}(i, j) - F_{\text{resp}}^{\text{MS}}(i, j)| \times \text{Mask}(i, j), \tag{7}
\]

where Mask is the calculated Gaussian-like mask and only the area near the ground truth bounding box is non-zero.

### 3.2.4 Total Objectives

After being calculated for each ground truth bounding box, every distillation loss is then averaged over all bounding boxes. Finally, we combine the detection loss \( L_{\text{Det}} \) of the student with the distillation losses as the total loss \( L_{\text{Total}} \):

\[
L_{\text{Total}} = L_{\text{Det}} + \lambda_1 \cdot L_{\text{Fea}} + \lambda_2 \cdot L_{\text{Rel}} + \lambda_3 \cdot L_{\text{Resp}}, \tag{8}
\]

where \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are hyperparameters used to balance the scale of different losses. The student is then optimized by \( L_{\text{Total}} \), achieving better performance.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Experimental Setup

##### 4.1.1 Dataset

We choose the popular large-scale dataset nuScenes for evaluation in our experiments. This dataset consists of 1,000 driving sequences (700/150/150 for train/val/test) with images from 6 cameras, points from 5 Radars and 1 LiDAR. Each sequence is 20 seconds long and every 10 frames are fully annotated with 3D object bounding boxes. For each frame, there are 6 RGB camera images and 20 LiDAR scanning frames. Following BEVFusion [22], we set the area inside [-54.0m, 54.0m]×[-54.0m, 54.0m]×[-5m, 3m] as our region of interest.

##### 4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use the official evaluation metrics of nuScenes, which are the mean Average Precision(mAP), mean Average Translation Error(mATE), mean Average Scale Error(mASE), mean Average Orientation Error(mAOE), mean Average Velocity Error(mAVE), mean Average Attribute Error(mAAE) and the nuScenes detection score(NDS). The mAP measures the recall and precision of predicted bounding boxes. NDS is the composition of other metrics to comprehensively judge the detection capacity. The remaining metrics calculate the positive results of prediction on the corresponding aspects. The data unit of results is “%”.

##### 4.1.3 Models and Training

We adopt BEVDet [13] with ResNet-50 as our camera based detector and CenterPoint [43] as our LiDAR based detector. The LiDAR-camera detector is constructed by fusing the low-level BEV features of BEVDet and CenterPoint, following the method proposed in BEVFusion [22]. The size of voxel to produce BEV features is 0.075m×0.075m×0.2m.

The detectors are trained by an AdamW optimizer with the learning rate to be 1e-4 for LiDAR and LiDAR-camera
based detectors and 2e-4 for the camera based detector. The training batch size is 20 and the training epoch is 20 for all detectors. More details are supplemented in the appendix.

UniDistill is evaluated to see whether it can transfer knowledge in four distillation paths: (1) From the LiDAR-camera based teacher detector to the LiDAR based student. (2) From the LiDAR-camera based teacher detector to the camera based student. (3) From the camera based teacher detector to the LiDAR based student. (4) From the LiDAR based teacher detector to the camera based student. The hyperparameters $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ in each path are: (1) 10, 1, 10. (2) 10, 5, 10. (3) 10, 5, 1. (4) 100, 40, 10. The adaptive layers for feature distillation and relation distillation are introduced when evaluating in path (3).

4.2. Comparison with the State-of-the-Arts

We first evaluate the performance of UniDistill on the test dataset of nuScenes and Table 1 reports the results. It is revealed that in all of the four distillation paths, UniDistill helps transfer knowledge from the teacher detector to student and improve its performance. Besides, with the LiDAR-camera based detector as the teacher, the LiDAR based student obtains better performance than other state-of-the-art LiDAR based detectors, proving the effectiveness of UniDistill. We also compare UniDistill with S2M2-SSD [46], which performs cross-modality knowledge distillation from a PointPainting [36] teacher detector also to a CenterPoint student detector. The result shows that UniDistill helps the student obtain better performance.

4.3. Ablation Studies

In this section, some experiments are conducted on the validation dataset to show the effect of each distillation loss and the rationality of specific designs. For efficiency, we turn off the auto-scaling between classification and regression loss in $L_{\text{Det}}$. We report the overall results in Table 2 to show the effect of each loss.

4.3.1 Effect of Feature Distillation

As in the second setting of Table 2, using the feature distillation improves the NDS and mAP of the student in four paths. Moreover, the fifth, seventh and eighth settings prove that it is complementary to other distillation losses.

Another experiment in path (4) is conducted to show the rationality of feature distillation to align the features of 9 crucial points. We compare the original feature distillation with two modified ones which align the low-level BEV features (1) completely or (2) inside a Gaussian-like mask like the response distillation. The results in Table 3 show that feature distillation performs better when selecting 9 crucial points for alignment. Moreover, in this situation, the AP of small objects (pedestrians and motors) improves a lot while the influence on large objects (cars and trucks) is minor.

We further compare the original feature distillation with a modified one which aligns the high-level BEV features of 9 crucial points in path (4). The results illustrated in Table 4 reveal that calculating feature distillation with the low-level BEV features obtains better performance.

4.3.2 Effect of Relation Distillation

The comparison between the third setting and first setting of Table 2 shows that using the relation distillation improves the NDS and mAP of the student in all paths. And the results in the fifth, sixth and eighth settings further prove that it is complementary to other distillation losses.

We conduct another experiment in path (4) to show the rationality of selecting 9 crucial points for relation distillation calculation. We compare the original relation distillation with two modified ones which align the relationship between (1) all of the high-level BEV features or (2) the features inside a Gaussian-like mask like the response distillation. The results illustrated in Table 5 show that the relation distillation obtains the best performance when calculating the relationship between 9 crucial points for alignment.
Table 2. Ablation study of three proposed distillation losses on the nuScenes validation dataset. “T” and “S” represent the teacher detector and student detector respectively and the mAP/NDS of the student is reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>T:LiDAR+Camera</th>
<th>T:LiDAR+Camera</th>
<th>T:Camera</th>
<th>T:LiDAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Fea}})</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Rel}})</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Resp}})</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Fea}})</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Rel}})</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L}_{\text{Resp}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>53.5/63.9</td>
<td>53.5/63.9</td>
<td>20.3/33.1</td>
<td>20.3/33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>56.1/65.5</td>
<td>21.6/34.5</td>
<td>54.3/64.6</td>
<td>21.1/34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>54.1/64.0</td>
<td>22.3/35.7</td>
<td>55.2/65.3</td>
<td>21.7/35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>58.7/66.7</td>
<td>25.7/37.1</td>
<td>57.7/65.6</td>
<td>24.9/36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23.5/35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.3/36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.3/37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>59.7/67.5</td>
<td>26.5/37.8</td>
<td>57.0/66.3</td>
<td>26.0/37.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ablation study in path (4) to show that feature distillation performs better when selecting crucial points for alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crucial</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ablation study in path (4) to show that feature distillation performs better when aligning the low-level BEV features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mASE</th>
<th>mAOE</th>
<th>mAAE</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Level</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Level</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further compare the original relation distillation with the modified one, which aligns the relationship between the low-level BEV features of 9 crucial points. The results in path (4) are illustrated in Table 6 and reveal that calculating relation distillation with the high-level BEV features obtains better performance.

Table 5. Ablation study in path (4) to show that relation distillation performs better when selecting crucial points for alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mASE</th>
<th>mAOE</th>
<th>mAAE</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Level</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Level</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Effect of Response Distillation

As the fourth setting of Table 2 shows, using the response distillation improves the NDS and mAP of the student in all paths. Furthermore, the sixth, seventh and eighth settings prove that it is complementary to other distillation losses.

Another experiment in path (4) is conducted to prove the rationality of aligning the response features inside the Gaussian-like mask for response distillation. The original response distillation is compared with two modified ones which align the response features (1) completely or (2) of 9 crucial points like those in feature distillation. The results illustrated in Table 7 show that the response distillation obtains better performance when selecting the response features inside the Gaussian-like mask for alignment.

To form the response features, we first gather the max value of each position in the classification heatmap to obtain a new heatmap. In path (4), we further compare the original response distillation with a modified one based on the response features formed by concatenating the original classification and regression heatmaps. The results in Table 8 show that gathering the max value to form the response features helps response distillation perform better.

4.3.4 Effect of Adaptive Layers

When evaluating in path (3), we introduce two adaptive layers \(\text{Adapt}_1\) and \(\text{Adapt}_2\) after the low- and high-level BEV features to avoid performance degradation. Here we conduct experiments to show the indispensability of these adaptive layers by removing them and re-evaluating the performance. The results in Table 9 show that without the adaptive layers, the feature distillation and relation distillation even worsen the performance of the student detector. Therefore, in this situation, we keep the two adaptive layers for help.
Figure 3. Illustration of detection results. The boxes in red and green are the predicted and ground truth bounding boxes respectively. (a), (b) and (c) show the results of the LiDAR-camera based teacher detector, the LiDAR based student detector without UniDistill and the LiDAR based student detector with UniDistill respectively. The results show that UniDistill helps the student detector generate more accurate predictions and fewer false positive results.

Table 7. Ablation study in path (4) to show that response distillation performs better when aligning the features in Gaussian mask.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>car</th>
<th>truck</th>
<th>ped</th>
<th>motor</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crucial</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Ablation study in path (4) to show that gathering the max value of each position in the classification heatmap helps response distillation perform better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mASE</th>
<th>mAOE</th>
<th>mAAE</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/O Max</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Ablation study in path (3) to show that the adaptive layers help feature distillation and relation distillation perform better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>(L_{\text{Fea}})</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mAVE</th>
<th>NDS</th>
<th>(L_{\text{Rel}})</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mAVE</th>
<th>NDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/O Adapt</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Adapt</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further compare the detection loss \(L_{\text{Det}}\) with/without the adaptive layers and the baseline is the student without UniDistill. The results in Figure 4 show that, with the adaptive layers, the detection loss gradually becomes lower than the baseline. However, without the adaptive layers, the detection loss is always larger than the baseline, leading to worse performance. We think the problem results from that the feature quality of camera based teacher is worse than the LiDAR based student. Without the adaptive layers, aligning the features of student with teacher can decrease their quality. However, with the adaptive layers, the student can decide whether to learn from the teacher so that the performance is improved.

Figure 4. Illustration to show that the adaptive layers help feature distillation and relation distillation decrease the detection loss.

4.4. Visualization

In this section, we visualize the 3D object detection results to qualitatively show the effectiveness of UniDistill. The results are illustrated in Figure 3, where the teacher and the student are LiDAR-camera based and LiDAR based. From the results, the student detector can localize objects better with the help of UniDistill. Moreover, due to the balance between objects of different sizes, there are fewer false positive predictions on small objects.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we propose a universal cross-modality knowledge distillation framework (UniDistill) to improve the performance of single-modality 3D object detectors in BEV. UniDistill projects the features of both the teacher and student into a unified BEV domain and then calculates three distillation losses to align the features for knowledge transfer. Taking advantage of the similar detection paradigm in BEV, UniDistill supports LiDAR-to-camera, camera-to-LiDAR, fusion-to-LiDAR and fusion-to-camera distillation paths. Furthermore, the proposed three distillation losses sparsely align foreground features to filter the misaligned background information and balance between objects of different sizes. Extensive experiments demonstrate that UniDistill is effective to improve the performance of student detectors. Inspired by the merits of block-wise distillation, in the future, we plan to leverage the distillation losses in a block-wise manner for acceleration, to further explore the potential of UniDistill.
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